
Ford
Escort / Fiesta / Orion / Courier with aluminium BC 
type gearbox

RELEASE BEARING GUIDE TUBE MODIFICATION
Concerns; The above vehicles are fitted with a type ‘BC’ aluminium gearbox which 
features an integral release bearing guide tube. This tube is prone to wear which can 
result in clutch drag due to the release bearing ‘binding’ during operation.

Method; If the guide tube is worn, a modification can be made by the fitting of a steel 
sleeve and larger bore bearing kit:- BORG & BECK part no. HKD0003.
If the gearbox has already been modified by the fitting of this replacement steel sleeve 
to rectify a worn aluminium guide tube issue, the alternative larger bore (32.5mm) 
release bearing will be required instead of the standard bore (30mm) release bearing.
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RELEASE BEARING GUIDE TUBE MODIFICATION
Concerns
The above vehicles are  tted with a type ‘BC’ aluminium gearbox which features 
an integral release bearing guide tube. This tube is prone to wear which can 
result in clutch drag due to the release bearing ‘binding’ during operation.
Method
If the guide tube is worn, a modi cation can be made by the  tting of a steel 
sleeve and larger bore bearing kit:- BORG & BECK part no. HKD0003.
If the gearbox has already been modi ed by the  tting of this replacement 
steel sleeve to rectify a worn aluminium guide tube issue, the alternative larger 
bore  release bearing will be required instead of the standard bore (30mm) 
release bearing.

HKD0003 STEEL SLEEVE & LARGE BORE BEARING MODIFICATION KIT
HKD0003 STEEL SLEEVE & LARGE BORE BEARING MODIFICATION KIT
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